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Previous 2D and 3D models concluded that cell sorting requires cytoskeletal fluctuations and is stalled

by high tension at heterotypic interfaces. New deterministic and stochastic models show that this is not

true in 3D. Sorting in 3D involves both topological untangling and domain coalescence. Coalescence

requires fluctuations and low tension, but untangling does not. It occurs by a Plateau-Rayleigh instability

of cell threads—deterministically driven by high tension. At high minority-cell fractions, untangling

dominates and significant partial sorting can occur without fluctuations.
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When two types of suitable embryonic cells are formed
into a well-mixed aggregate, the cells will slowly sort into
distinct cell-type-specific domains [1–6]. Experimental
evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that cell sorting
is driven by cell-type-specific surface energies (or interfa-
cial tensions) [7]. The consequences of this hypothesis
have been investigated many times, with many different
computational models (reviewed in [6]), but almost always
in two-dimensions (2D). For sorting of two cell types (light
and dark), the basic model parameters are five contact
surface energies: two for contact of each cell type with
the surrounding medium, !L0, !D0; two for homotypic
cell-cell contacts, !LL, !DD; and one for heterotypic con-
tacts, !LD. Differences among these five energies can be
grouped into three macroscopic surface tensions: "L!
!L0"!LL=2; "D!!D0"!DD=2; and "LD ! !LD "
#!LL $ !DD%=2 [8]. These surface tensions determine the
lowest energy configuration, e.g., the larger of "L and "D

determines which cell type is more stable in the interior.
For complete engulfment, the heterotypic surface tension,
"LD, is then constrained by "D or L > #"D $ "L " "LD%=
2 & "L or D [9]. Within this constrained range, higher val-
ues of "LD hinder 2D sorting kinetics—even leading to
kinetically trapped cases of incomplete sorting [10].

In a few cases, similar models and their predictions have
been successfully extended to three-dimensions (3D) [11–
15]; however, the roles of key model parameters in 3D have
only been given a cursory examination—generally con-
cluding that the dependence in 3D follows that in 2D [14].
This is certainly true for determining the lowest energy
configurations, but not so for determining the sorting ki-
netics. Here, we present an examination of 3D cell sorting
using two different models—a cellular Potts model and a
new finite-element model. Results from both show that
parameter dependencies established with 2D models can-
not be extrapolated to 3D. Such extrapolations overstate
the role of active cytoskeletal fluctuations and oversimplify
the role of tension at heterotypic interfaces. Although

presented in the context of cell-sorting, these dimension-
ality differences are relevant to virtually all cell-cell
mechanical interactions—including those typically in-
volved in embryogenesis, cancer metastases and tissue
engineering.
To understand what is missing from previous accounts,

we first examine the topology of unsorted, 3D cell aggre-
gates (Fig. 1). When the fraction of minority cells is low
(f < 0:1), the minority cells are connected into multiple,
isolated small domains—as evidenced by the small number
of minority cells in the largest connected domain and by
the large positive Euler characteristic (#). For closed 3D
solids, the intuitive definition is # ! #components"
#holes$ #cavities. In practice, # is computed by integrat-
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FIG. 1. Topological characteristics of cell-type domains in
unsorted 3D aggregates. A 670-cell Voronoi tessellation of a
sphere was briefly annealed with a cellular Potts model. Cells
were then randomly assigned to one of two types. For each
minority cell fraction, the topology was characterized for 100
sets of random cell-type assignments: Euler characteristic of
minority cells (filled circles) and majority cells (open circles),
and fraction of minority cells in the largest connected domain
(solid line). The error bars and shaded region denote 1 standard
deviation.
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ing curvature over the bounding surfaces and applying the
Gauss-Bonnet theorem [16]. The positive # at low f arises
from summing over multiple isolated domains. Each do-
main has just a few cells and is thus likely to have # ! 1
(no cavities, loops, or tunnels). As the minority-cell frac-
tion increases, the topology changes dramatically. For f &
0:3, more than 95% of the minority cells are connected to a
single domain—easily missed if cells are viewed only in
cross section [15]. This large domain now has a large
negative Euler characteristic corresponding to a connected
structure with dozens of loops and tunnels. Note that the
Euler characteristic for the single majority domain is even
more negative. Thus, for high minority-cell fractions, the
minority- and majority-cell domains are tangled, co-
continuous phases.

With different initial topologies, the process of cell
sorting has to accomplish quite different tasks. At low f,
the primary task is the coalescence of isolated minority
domains. At high f, the minority and majority domains
must also untangle—which often breaks the minority cells
into multiple domains—and then these domains must co-
alesce. Of course, one cell type must also be excluded from
the aggregate surface. In this Letter, we show that the
untangling process is what complicates the role of tension
at heterotypic interfaces. Untangling also allows signifi-
cant sorting to take place without cytoskeletal fluctuations.

To model cell sorting without fluctuations, we used a
new 3D model based on the finite-element method [6].
Cells in the model are assumed to carry tensions ! along
each cell-cell or cell-medium interface. The strength of
each ! is specific to the cell type(s) at that interface. These
interfacial tensions should not be confused with macro-
scopic surface tensions, ". They are instead directly
equivalent to the contact surface energies and are a com-
posite of multiple factors: contraction of actin networks
and other surface-associated protein systems; membrane
contraction; and an equivalent in-plane force produced by
cell-cell adhesion [5,17,18]. Each cell is filled with a fluid
having an effective viscosity$ that arises from the deform-
ability of the cytoplasm and its embedded networks [6,17].
At each time step, the model balances the applied and
viscous forces at each vertex to deterministically solve
for the next set of vertex displacements. Iterative solutions
allow the cells to move. In addition, cells can gain or lose
neighbors via an appropriate rearrangement algorithm
[11,19].

An example of cell sorting with this model is shown in
Fig. 2 (and Movie 1, see supplementary material [20])].
The initial configuration is slightly atypical (#D ! "1 is
too low), but was chosen for its illustrative value. The ratio
of interfacial tensions was chosen so that the heterotypic
tension, !LD, was near the high end of its constrained range
(!LL:!DD:!LD:!L0:!D0 ! 1:1:4:2:6 which yields "L :
"LD : "D ! 3:6:11). As the simulation runs, this strong
tension smoothes heterotypic interfaces and causes the
branchlike projections to shorten and thicken. These ac-
tions are similar to 2D simulations [6,17], but the behavior

of closed loops is quite different. Some of these loops seal
off [loop P in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] and others break open
[loop Q in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)]. These two processes
untangle the two cell domains and are duals of one an-
other—breaking a connected chain of either minority or
majority cells. As the boundary around the minority cells
then continues to contract, it draws the minority cells
together into a compact, slightly nonspherical mass.
Sorting in this case breaks some favorable cell-cell attach-
ments, but no fluctuations are necessary.
Such chain breakage is possible in 3D by a process

analogous to the Plateau-Rayleigh instability. This insta-
bility is driven by surface tension, breaks thin fluid streams
into droplets [21], and plays an important role in the phase
separation of immiscible fluids [22]. With a strong analogy
to phase separation [23], a similar role is expected in cell
sorting. There is some limited evidence for this instability
in real cells [24], and finite-element simulations of thin
chains of cells [Fig. 3(a) and Movie 2, see supplementary
material [20]] show that these structures do spontaneously
neck and pinch off (when length> diameter). Note that
this instability does not occur in 2D, including cell-sorting
experiments [5], models [6,17], and immiscible fluids [25].
As a result, 2D cell chains are durable in the absence of
fluctuations and keep islands of minority cells isolated
from each other [5,6].
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FIG. 2 (color online). Finite-element simulation of 3D cell
sorting. The pseudorandom initial configuration of 454 cells
has all 36 minority cells in one connected domain. (a) Cell
configurations at the labeled times during sorting. For clarity,
the majority cells are only indicated by thin gray outlines.
Arrows P and Q indicate loops created by multiply connected
chains of minority cells. (b) Close-up view as the loop indicated
by P seals off—breaking the bridge of majority cells that
connected through its lumen. (c) Close-up view as the loop
indicated by Q opens by breaking a chain of minority cells.
Reported times are dimensionless and defined as % ! 3 !!

$r t where

!! is the contact-area-weighted average tension, and r is the
average cell radius [19].
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Such instabilities should also occur in other 3D models,
so we ran simulations of thin chains of cells using a cellular
Potts model. When the contact surface energies are set to
match those used in previous cell-sorting simulations
(!LL:!DD:!LD:!L0:!D0 ! 7:2:5:8:8 which yields "L :
"LD : "D ! 4:5:0:5:7) [13,14], chains of dark cells en-
closed in a sheath of light cells do break at high tempera-
tures (T & 16), but they break and reform multiple times.
When !LD is increased to 6.5 (so "LD ! 2:0), the higher
heterotypic tension allows the chains to irreversibly break
at lower temperatures [Fig. 3(b)]. In both cases, the rate of
chain breakage is strongly dependent on the simulated
temperature. This dependence is shown on the Arrhenius
plot in Fig. 3(c) where linear regression yields a higher
activation energy barrier for low !LD (82:5' 7:8) than for
high (26:9' 4:6). These activation barriers to chain break-
age are artificial. They are introduced by the way Potts
models drive cell motion, i.e., through the accumulation of
‘‘spin’’ flips at single lattice sites. When collective motions
are handled exactly, as in the finite-element model, inter-
facial tension drives chain breakage with no activation
barrier.

The above results suggest that heterotypic interfacial
tension should have a profound effect on 3D cell sorting,
especially when the initial configuration has entangled co-
continuous domains. To confirm, we ran sorting simula-
tions of 670 cells with both models, at two different

minority-cell fractions (f ! 15 and 30%) and either high
or low tension (!LD ! 6:5 or 5 as above). For the Potts
model, the average cell size was 97 lattice sites. We also
used three different temperatures (T ! 4, 12, and 32).
We evaluated sorting with four metrics (Fig. 4): the

contact areas (AD0, ALD, normalized by the total cell-
medium contact area, (4&R2 where R is the equivalent
aggregate radius); the minority-cell Euler characteristic
(#D); and the density correlation length (L, normalized
by the value expected for a uniform sphere of the same
volume, 3635R) [4]. These metrics report on different aspects

of sorting and together build a complete and consistent
story.
For the Potts model, sorting is always complete at high T

and incomplete at low T. In either case, some metrics
approach their fully sorted value faster at low heterotypic
tension: AD0 which reports on surface clearance, and #D at
f ! 15% which reports on domain coalescence. Other
metrics change faster at high tension: ALD and #D at f !
30%which mainly report on untangling. The data for #D at
f ! 30% also contains instructive subtleties that highlight
the dual role of !LD. At all T, high tension causes faster
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FIG. 4 (color online). Dependence of sorting metrics on fluc-
tuations and heterotypic interfacial tension. The target value for
each metric after complete sorting is shown with thin gray lines
(except AD0 where the target value is zero). The finite-element
simulations were stopped when sorting stopped. Each model’s
results are plotted using its own time axis (MCS or dimension-
less time).
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FIG. 3 (color online). Plateau-Rayleigh instabilities in thin
rods of cells: (a) finite-element model and (b) cellular Potts
model. Time advances down each column with breakage occur-
ring at % ! 78 (a) or t ! 2510 MCS (b). In (b), the outer sheath
of cells (light gray) is only shown in the early and late time
insets. (c) Arrenhius plot showing how the rate of rod breakage
depends on the Potts model temperature. Each point is the
average of five simulations. The lines are the best linear fits.
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increases in #D, but it also causes #D to overshoot its target
value of one. After the overshoot, only the high T data
eventually returns to one. Such overshoots do not occur at
low tension and only occur when the rate of untangling is
much faster than the rate of domain coalescence. The final
metric, the density correlation length, also depends on
multiple aspects of sorting. When coalescence dominates,
L decreases faster at low tension—the opposite when un-
tangling dominates.

Although the Potts models require fluctuations to
achieve any degree of sorting, the finite-element models
can achieve partial sorting with completely deterministic
motions. The degree of deterministic sorting is much larger
when sorting is dominated by domain untangling (i.e., f !
30%). When this partial sorting does occur, the heterotypic
interfacial tension impacts the sorting metrics in the same
way as in the Potts models. It slightly slows the decrease of
AD0, speeds the decrease of ALD, and brings #D and L
closer to their target values. On the other hand, the finite-
element models produce very little sorting when domain
coalescence dominates (f ! 15%). Preliminary investiga-
tions show that partial coalescence can occur when fluctu-
ations are added.

Taken together, the two models show that 3D cell sorting
has to be considered as three overlapping processes:
(1) clearance of dark cells from the aggregate surface,
(2) domain coalescence, and (3) domain untangling. The
first two require fluctuations and are inhibited by high
tension at heterotypic interfaces. The third does not require
fluctuations and is actually driven by !LD (through a
Plateau-Rayleigh instability). In 2D, domain coalescence
and untangling cannot be separated, and the Plateau-
Rayleigh instability does not occur.

These processes impact the sorting kinetics differently
as the minority-cell fraction changes—which points to
feasible, yet stringent, experimental tests. Previous studies
each reported the kinetics for a single f, but the models can
fit this data with multiple parameter sets, each using a
different temporal scale factor. For example, the f !
15% data from [14] can be fit by the high-T Potts model
with high or low !LD at 30 or 15 s per Monte Carlo step
(MCS), respectively. Similarly, the f ! 50% data from [4]
(which used different cell types) can be fit with the Potts
model, but with very different scaling factors—3.7 or
0.44 s per MCS [20]. The finite-element model also fits
this data (up until sorting halts in the model without fluc-
tuations) using high !LD and a scale of 0:07 s per unit. A
more stringent test would be to measure the 3D sorting
kinetics for f ! 10–50% with a single pair of cell types. If
correct, a model should reproduce the kinetics for all f
with a single parameter set and temporal scale. Such tests

could be extended by adding cytochalasin D to suppress
active cell fluctuations [14], which is predicted to halt
sorting early at f < 15%, but much later at f > 30%.
These two experiments would very effectively test whether
the models properly balance the roles identified here for
fluctuation-driven and surface-tension-driven kinetics.
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